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Abstract

Excimer formation and charge resonance stabilization in covalently linked bichromophoric
systems with flexible spacers are important processes relevant to biochemistry and functional
materials. Requiring a π-stacked cofacial arrangement of a pair of aromatic molecules at a van

der Waals contact, the underlying geometrical reorganization that accompanies these events
continues to be debated. Here we use a variety of methods including two-color resonant twophoton ionization spectroscopy (2CR2PI), ion yield measurements, hole-burning spectroscopy
(HB), and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) excitation and emission spectroscopy to compare the
gas-phase spectroscopy and dynamics of the van der Waals dimers of fluorene, 9methylfluorene (MF), and 9,9′-dimethylfluorene (F1). The goal of this work is to probe the
influence of methyl substitution on the dynamics of excimer formation and charge resonance
(CR) stabilization. The fluorene dimer, (F)2, displays lifetime broadened electronic spectra and
the dominance of excimer emission, consistent with a rapid (picoseconds) formation of a πstacked excimer upon electronic excitation. Ion yield measurements of (F)2 reveal a lowering of
the ionization potential (IP) by some 0.38 eV relative to the monomer, reflecting significant CR
stabilization. These trends are mirrored in the 9-methylfluorene dimer, (MF)2, as one face of the
π-system remains open. In contrast, the electronic spectrum of the dimethyl-substituted dimer,
(F1)2, shows narrow features representing a single band system, and analysis of the torsional
structure in dispersed fluorescence spectra identifies this as emission from the locally excited
state of a tilted (non-π-stacked) dimer, with no evidence of excimeric emission. The structure of
this dimer reflects the increased importance of C–H/π interactions in the dimethyl-substituted
system, as increased steric constraints block a cofacial approach. The IP of (F1)2 shows CR
stabilization which is roughly 1/2 of that in π-stacked (F)2dimer. Extensive theoretical
calculations support these findings and show the importance of sandwich-type configurations
for excitonic delocalization and CR stabilization.

Introduction

Excimers (excited dimers) are bichromophores that are bound in the excited state but exhibit a
repulsive interaction in the ground state.(1, 2) These simple systems serve as models for
understanding excitonic interactions in multichromophoric systems, and the characteristic
emission spectra of excimers and exciplexes (formed from two different chromophores) have
been utilized in a variety of biological events and functional polymeric materials. Formation of
excimers requires a π-stacked cofacial arrangement of a pair of aromatic molecules at a van der
Waals contact, an arrangement which also leads to efficient charge stabilization.(3) However,
the geometrical reorganization that accompanies these processes is not well understood, nor,
indeed, is there a unified understanding of π-stacking interactions.(4)
Over the past two decades, van der Waals dimers of benzene and fluorene have been examined
as model π-stacked systems.(5-8) The ground state structure of the benzene dimer has been
extensively debated in the literature,(6, 7, 9-15) with recent high level ab initio studies confirming
as the global minimum a tilted T-shaped structure stabilized by C–H/π interaction.(7, 14, 16) Upon
excitation to the S1 origin, only broad, red-shifted excimer emission is observed, indicating that
the dimer undergoes rapid structural rearrangement in the excited state to a parallel sandwich
excimer, the global minimum in the S1 state, which has charge transfer
character.(17) Calculations suggest that this rearrangement occurs over a small barrier, and thus
the observation of excimer emission following excitation to the vibrationless level of S1 has
been attributed to tunneling, with a lifetime of several picoseconds inferred from the measured
line widths.(17) While in the collisionless environment of a molecular beam the excited dimer

has no means to relax absent radiative decay, the much larger density of states in the excimer
well presumably prevents back-tunneling.
Recently, Leutwyler and co-workers have re-examined the benzene dimer using two-color
resonant two-photon ionization (2CR2PI) spectroscopy, supported with high level ab
initiocalculations.(16) This work has provided the first experimental identification of the S2 state.
Their calculations show that the oscillator strength for excimer emission is much smaller than
resonant emission from T-shaped structures; indeed, resonant emission from the initially
excited dimer state was observed upon excitation of the S1 601 band.(17) Their calculations also
provide a comprehensive view of the dimer to excimer transformation and confirm the
hypothesis that the tilted T-shaped structure, while the global minimum in the ground state, is
a local minimum in S1.
As another model system, the fluorene dimer has also been extensively studied over the past
two decades.(1-3, 8, 18-24) Here, electronic excitation also induces a rapid conversion to an
excimer, evidenced in a broad, unstructured, and red-shifted emission band.(18-21) Using pump–
probe fluorescence spectroscopy, Lim and co-workers showed that the primary decay pathway
of the excimer is radiative.(1, 20, 21) These authors also mapped near-IR absorption from the
excimer well using photodissociation spectroscopy.(20, 23) However, the geometrical
reorganization from the locally excited dimer state to the excimer state has not been well
characterized in this system, nor in fact is the structure(s) of the ground state dimer known,
although a parallel displaced structure has often been assumed.(18-21)
Representing a significant advance in our ability to study π-stacked excimers, the Rathore group
reported the synthesis and spectroscopic characterization of a novel set of polyfluorenes
covalently linked at the 9-position through a single methylene spacer (these are denoted Fn; n =
1–6).(25-28) These molecules adopt a cofacial arrangement in gas, liquid, and solid state and have
been utilized as model systems to examine the energy and electron transport in π-stacked
assemblies.(29) In a recent communication, we compared experimentally excimer stabilization
(measured via emission) and charge stabilization (measured via threshold ionization) of
covalently linked, cofacially stacked F2 with the van der Waals dimer of fluorene, i.e.,
(F)2.(30) The measured ionization potentials were identical, yet the excimeric state was
stabilized by up to ∼30 kJ/mol in covalently linked F2 (see structures in Scheme 1). Supported
by theory, this work demonstrated that optimal stabilization of an excimer requires a perfect
sandwich-like geometry with maximal overlap, whereas hole stabilization in π-stacked
aggregates is less geometrically restrictive.

Scheme 1. Molecular Structures of Fluorene-Based Dimers Relevant to This Work

In this study, we compare the van der Waals dimers of fluorene (F), 9-methylfluorene (MF), and
F1 (i.e., 9,9′-dimethylfluorene) to examine the influence of methyl substitution at the 9-position
in fluorene on the efficiency of excimer formation and charge resonance (CR) stabilization. We
expect the impact of a single methyl substitution to be small, as one face remains open for πstacking, while double methyl substitution introduces additional steric constraints. Using a
combination of gas-phase techniques including 2CR2PI, ion yield measurements, and laserinduced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy, supported by theory, our results allow a facile
comparison of the relative stabilization of excimer vs hole (i.e., cation radical) in these model
systems. In (F)2 and (MF)2, where calculations predict π-stacked minimum energy structures in
S0, the dimers evidence clear excimer formation and CR stabilization. However, for (F1)2,
excimer formation is quenched and CR stabilization is significantly reduced, as experiment and
theory agree that the global minimum in S0 corresponds to a tilted (non-π-stacked) structure, as
dimethyl substitution at the 9-position prevents access to both π-surfaces of fluorene.

Methods
Experimental Methods

Resonant two-photon ionization (R2PI)(31) experiments were conducted in a linear 1 m time-offlight mass spectrometer (TOFMS), equipped with a heated supersonic molecular beam source.
A sample (typically 0.1–1%) of the species of interest in a rare gas (He or Ar) was generating by
passing the gas through a heated solid sample cartridge which contained roughly 50 mg of the
compound of interest trapped between loosely packed plugs of glass wool. The sample
cartridge and nozzle, a solenoid-actuated pulsed valve (Parker-Hannifin), were heated up to
temperatures of ∼250 °C using a flexible heater element; separate thermocouples were used to
monitor temperature. The mixture was expanded at a total pressure of typically ∼1–2 bar from
the 1.0 mm diameter nozzle, and the resulting gas pulse, of ∼1 ms duration, passed through a
1.0 mm diameter skimmer into the differentially pumped flight tube of a 1 m linear time-offlight mass spectrometer. The flight tube vacuum was maintained by a 250 L/s turbomolecular
pump, and a gate valve used to isolate the detector, which was kept under vacuum at all times.
The main chamber was evacuated with a water-baffled diffusion pump (Varian VHS-4). With the
nozzle on, typical pressures were ∼5 × 10–5 mbar (main chamber) and ∼1 × 10–6 mbar (flight
tube). The background pressure in the flight tube could be lowered further by liquid nitrogen
cooling of the vacuum shroud.
Several types of resonant ionization experiments were conducted. First, mass-selected
excitation spectra were obtained using a one-color R2PI scheme (i.e., 1CR2PI), with laser light
near 300 nm generated by frequency doubling in a BBO crystal the output of a dye laser
(Lambda-Physik, Scanmate 2E), pumped by the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum
NY-61). Typical output pulse energies were 1–2 mJ in the doubled beam, which was loosely
focused with a 1.0 or 2.0 m plano-convex lens into the chamber. Ions were extracted and
accelerated using a conventional three-plate stack, with the repeller plate typically held at
+2100 V, the extractor plate at +1950 V, and the third plate at ground potential. The ions
traversed a path of 1 m prior to striking a dual chevron microchannel plate detector. The
detector signal was amplified (×20) using a fast preamplifier (Femto HVA-500M-20B) and
integrated using a boxcar system (Stanford Research SRS250) interfaced to a personal

computer. An in-house LABVIEW program controlled data acquisition and stepped the laser
wavelength; typically, the signal from 20 laser shots was averaged per wavelength step.
Once the mass-selected excitation spectrum was obtained using 1CR2PI, a second frequencydoubled dye laser system (Sirah Cobra-Stretch pumped by second harmonic of Spectra-Physics
INDI laser) was employed to perform two-color R2PI (i.e, 2CR2PI) experiments. Here, the timing
of the two lasers was controlled using an eight-channel digital pulse/delay generator (Berkeley
Nucleonics 565), and the conditions (focusing, energy, temporal and spatial overlap) were
optimized to enhance the ratio of two-photon to one-photon signal. To determine ionization
potentials, the excitation laser was tuned to the origin of the species of interest, and the
ionization laser was scanned through the ionization threshold.
Hole-burning experiments were conducted to probe for the existence of multiple conformers.
In these experiments, the third harmonic (355 nm) of a Continuum Minilite II Nd:YAG laser was
used as the ionizing laser, and the INDI/Sirah system was employed as the hole-burning laser,
the frequency of which was set to a specific feature in the spectrum of interest. Using the divide
by nfeature of the pulse generator, the Nd:YAG Q-switch of this laser was toggled at a
repetition rate of 5 Hz, or a duty cycle 1/2 that of the nozzle and ionization laser(s), and the Qswitch delays was set so that the hole-burning laser preceded the ionizing (probe) laser(s) in
time by 100–500 ns. The hole-burning spectrum was obtained using active subtraction on a
shot-by-shot basis, where each shot obtained with only the ionizing (probe) laser(s) fired was
subtracted from the preceding shot, where all lasers were fired. The subtracted signal was
averaged over typically 20 laser shots and recorded as the probe laser was scanned.
Laser-induced fluorescence experiments were conducted in a separate chamber equipped with
an identical molecular beam source, utilizing a mutually orthogonal geometry of laser,
molecular beam, and detector, where the laser beam crossed the molecular beam at a distance
of ∼15 mm (19 nozzle diameters) downstream. Here the timing of laser and nozzle firing was
controlled by a four-channel digital pulse/delay generator (Berkeley Nucleonics model 575).
The laser beam was not focused, and typical pulse energies were ∼0.5–1 mJ in an ∼3 mm
diameter beam. Fluorescence was collected and collimated by a f/2.4 plano-convex lens and
focused using a second 2 in. diameter f/3.0 lens either (a) through a long-pass cutoff filter onto
a photomultiplier tube detector (PMT, Oriel 77348) for monitoring total fluorescence or (b)
onto the slit of a 0.55 m monochromator/spectrograph (Horiba iHR550) equipped with a PMT
detector (Oriel 77348) for dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectra. Fluorescence excitation spectra
were acquired by integrating the PMT output using a gated integrator (Stanford Research
SR250). The integrator output was digitized by a 12 bit ADC (Measurement Computing USB1208FS) and passed to a computer for analysis. Typically, the signal was averaged over 20 laser
shots at each wavelength step. Data collection and laser and monochromator control were
achieved using LABVIEW software.

Computational Methods

To support our experimental findings, electronic structure calculations were performed using the

GAUSSIAN 09 software package.(32) In an earlier benchmarking study of the benzene dimer,(14)
we had found that accurate energies could be obtained using a simple PBE0 density

functional(33, 34) augmented with the D3 version of Grimme’s dispersion term.(35) Thus, ground
state calculations were performed at the PBE0-D3 level with def2-TZVP and/or def2-SV(P) basis
sets.(36, 37) Optimizations employed an ultrafine Lebedev’s grid with 99 radial shells per atom
and 590 angular points in each shell; tight cutoffs were employed. Excited electronic states
were computed using the time-dependent DFT. For the cation radical states, a calibrated(38-40)
B1LYP40 functional with Grimme’s dispersion term (B1LYP40-D3) was employed, with a 631G(d) basis set; wave function stability tests were performed to ensure the absence of states
with lower energy (see Supporting Information for additional details).

Results and Discussion

Given the abundance of spectroscopic data for (F)2 already available,(14, 15, 41) Figure 1 neatly
summarizes the spectra recorded in this work in the region of the electronic origin using three
different methods: LIF, 2CR2PI, and HB spectroscopy. As measured in different machines but
under similar conditions with identical molecular beam sources, the LIF and 2CR2PI spectra are
essentially identical. The origin spectrum is complex and has been analyzed in terms of two
excitonic bands (i.e., S1/S2), split by some 20 cm–1,(41) with a progression in a single
intermolecular mode giving rise to much of the substructure. The features display broadening
consistent with lifetime broadening, and Lorentzian fits to features in the lower energy band
indicate a homogeneous line width of 1.5 cm–1 (Figure S1 of the Supporting Information),
suggesting that initial movement out of the Franck–Condon region occurs on a picoseconds
time scale. The hole-burning spectrum obtained with the burn laser tuned to the lowest energy
feature (arrowed, Figure 1) shows depletion of all features, indicating that only one conformer
contributes to the spectrum. The likely identity of this conformer, elucidated with the aid of
theory, is discussed below.

Figure 1. Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), two-color resonant two-photon ionization (2CR2PI), and holeburning (HB) spectroscopy of the fluorene dimer in the origin region. For the hole-burning spectrum, the
burn laser was tuned to the lowest energy feature (marked).

In Figure 2, we show ion yield measurements for the fluorene monomer and van der Waals
dimer, (F)2, obtained in each case by tuning the excitation laser wavelength to the origin
transition and scanning the ionization laser through threshold while monitoring ion signal at the
mass of interest. The measured IP of the fluorene monomer is 7.885(1) eV, in agreement with,
but more precisely determined than, the most recent literature value of 7.88(5) eV, obtained
from ion/molecule equilibrium constant measurements.(42) In contrast, the measured IP of
(F)2 is 7.510(5) eV, lowered by 0.375 eV from the monomer. The dramatic reduction in IP
reflects significant charge resonance stabilization in the dimer.

Figure 2. Ionization yield measurements of the fluorene dimer (F)2, fluorene monomer,(30)(F1)2 dimer,
and F1 monomer (as indicated). Insets in each panel show expanded views of the region near ionization
threshold.

Consistent with previous results,(18, 19) fluorescence measurements of (F)2 reveal a lengthened
fluorescence lifetime relative to the monomer (i.e., ∼60 ns vs 15 ns), reflecting the nominally
symmetry-forbidden transition. We observe no resolved emission features, only a very broad
and unresolved band centered at 360 nm, as detailed below.(18, 19) The position of this band is in
excellent agreement with that reported in fluorescence studies of concentrated fluorene
solutions, where excimer emission was observed at a wavelength near 370 nm.(43)
Our data for (F)2 are consistent with computational predictions of important stationary points
on the ground and excited potential energy surfaces.(18, 19) Calculations identify two minima on
the ground PES, corresponding to parallel orthogonal and parallel displaced π-stacked
structures (Figure 3). The former lies 3.9 kJ/mol lower in energy and displays a rotation angle of
∼94.5°. The observation of two excitonic components of similar intensity (Figure 1) is consistent
with this structure, as the parallel-displaced structure would display one strong and one weak
transition arising from the nearly parallel alignment of the transition dipoles. The observed
excitonic splitting of (F)2 is much smaller than the calculated static separation of ∼130 cm–1,
which reflects vibrational quenching of the excitonic interaction, a phenomenon recently
discussed by Leutwyler and co-workers.(44)

Figure 3. Calculated (B1LYP40-D3/6-31G(d)) stationary points of the fluorene dimer, (F)2, in the ground
(S0), first excited (S1), and ionized (D0) state. Energies are given in kJ/mol. See Supporting Information for
energies computed with the PBE0-D3/def2-SV(P) level of theory.

Following excitation of the (F)2 S1 origin, dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectra show only
excimer-like emission, consistent with rapid (picoseconds) formation of an excimer.(18, 19) This
conclusion is supported by calculations (Figure 3) which identify three distinct minima on the
S1 surface. The global minimum is a sandwich structure, lying 64.5 kJ/mol below the vertical
S1 energy of the parallel orthogonal structure. Calculations (Figures S2 and S3) predict that the
sandwich structure produces maximal orbital overlap, and analysis of bond length changes in
the electronic transition suggests that only in this structure the exciton is fully delocalized. As
the excimer structure is a transition state on the ground PES, excimer emission is significantly
red-shifted with respect to the excitation energy. The calculated energy gap (Figure 3, Tables S2
and S3) is in good agreement with the onset of emission observed experimentally.
In addition to the sandwich structure, two additional minima are predicted on the S1 surface of
(F)2, corresponding to parallel displaced and tilted orthogonal structures (Figure 3). The latter is
converted to the sandwich structure by passage over a barrier, calculated to lie roughly 12
kJ/mol below the vertical S1 energy of the parallel orthogonal structure, and thus represents a
plausible intermediate in the transformation. As in the collisionless environment of the
molecular beam there is no mechanism to lose energy absent radiative decay, it is likely that all
of these minima are sampled, in proportion to their density of states. The higher density of
states in the excimer well(s) leads to the dominance of excimer emission. To summarize, then,
from the ground state minimum of (F)2, a parallel orthogonal geometry, electronic excitation
leads to rapid (picoseconds) formation of an excimer, which is the global minimum on the
excited PES(s). The sandwich structure is also the global minimum on the D0 surface.
We next consider the van der Waals dimer of 9-methylfluorene (MF). Excitation spectra of
(MF)2obtained with 2CR2PI (Figure S4) are remarkably similar to those of (F)2, both in
appearance and in the red-shift from the respective monomer. This suggests a similar structure,
both geometrically and electronically, for the two dimers. Indeed, the DF spectrum of
(MF)2 (Figure S5) shows only excimeric emission, with a lengthened fluorescence lifetime (25
ns, monomer; 100 ns, dimer). Our calculations of important stationary points on the ground
and excited potential energy surfaces (Figure S6) also confirm that the single methyl
substitution, which blocks a single π-face, has remarkably little effect on the dimer structure.
We note that similar findings were evidenced by Itoh and Morita in studies of the 9ethylfluorene (EF) dimer.(19)
Moving to the van der Waals dimer of 9,9′-dimethylfluorene (i.e, (F1)2), the picture is expected
to change dramatically, as the presence of an additional methyl group in F1 will eliminate, due
to purely steric considerations, the possibility of forming a ground state structure in a parallel
orthogonal geometry as well as sandwich-like structures on the S1 and D0 surfaces. Indeed, the
excitation spectrum, as measured using 2CR2PI and shown in Figure 4, shows a set of sharp,
narrow features only slightly red-shifted (∼30 cm–1) from the monomer origin. A hole burning
spectrum (black curve in Figure 4) obtained with the burn laser tuned to the lowest energy
transition shows depletion of all features, indicating the presence of a single conformer.

Figure 4. Spectrum of (F1)2 obtained using LIF and 2CR2PI spectroscopy (above) and hole-burning
spectroscopy (below). The most intense feature in the LIF spectrum is the origin band of the monomer.
The HB spectrum shows depletion of all features and is consistent with the presence of a single
conformer.

As another point of contrast, DF spectra of (F1)2 obtained following excitation of the putative
origin band show only structured emission (Figure 5), with no evidence of excimeric emission,
confirmed by measuring DF spectra at different time delays. A high resolution DF (inset
of Figure 5) of the low-frequency region shows well-resolved torsional structure, and additional
torsional activity is observed upon excitation of the higher energy features
in Figure 4. Table 1 presents the observed low-frequency transitions and their assignments,
from which four fundamental torsional frequencies were obtained. Consistent with the lack of
excimer emission, the measured fluorescence lifetime of (F1)2, ca. 15 ns, is similar to that of the
monomer.

Figure 5. Dispersed fluorescence spectra of (F1)2 obtained following excitation of the origin band (lowest
energy feature in Figure 4). The inset shows a high resolution spectrum obtained with a 2400 lines/mm
grating and reduced slit width, showing well-resolved torsional structure below 200 cm–1.

Table 1. Experimental Vibrational Frequencies (in cm–1) Derived from DF Spectra of (F1)2 and
Assignments
observed frequency
0
22
33
44
48
56

assignment
ω1
ω2
2ω1
ω3
ω1 + ω2

observed frequency
65
84
97
115
129

assignment
2ω2 or 3ω1
ω4
2ω3
2ω3 + ω1
2ω3 + ω2

Ion yield curves for the monomer and dimer of F1 are shown in Figure 2. Unlike the fluorene
van der Waals dimer (F)2, the yield curve of (F1)2 displays an abrupt onset, indicative of a small
geometry change between excited dimer and cation radical. The derived ionization potential of
the dimer (7.577(1) eV) is 0.233 eV lower than that of the F1 monomer (7.810(1) eV), reflecting
a significant CR stabilization, which, however, is roughly 40% smaller than found for the
fluorene dimer.
As our technique allows the emission of a photon and ejection of electron to occur from the
same structure, the absence of excimeric emission in (F1)2 and reduced stabilization of the
corresponding cation radical suggests that the structure of (F1)2 dimer is vastly different than
(F)2or (MF)2 in both ground and excited states. To aid in identifying the observed single
conformer of (F1)2, we turned to theory. Three distinct ground-state conformers (we label C1–
C3 in energetic order) were optimized; these are shown (with relative energies in kJ/mol)
in Figure 6. The global minimum structure (C1) and first local minimum (C2) are tilted (non-π-

stacked structures), where C–H/π interactions are important, while the highest energy
structure (C3) here corresponds to a displaced π-stacked orientation. The calculated torsional
frequencies of these conformers are compared in Table 2 with those derived from experiment.
The two tilted conformers, C1 and C2, have frequencies most consistent with experiment.

Figure 6. Calculated (B1LYP40-D3/6-31G(d)) stationary points of the 9,9′-dimethylfluorene
dimer, (F1)2, in the ground (S0), first excited (S1), and ionized (D0) state. Energies are given in
kJ/mol. See the Supporting Information for energies computed with the PBE0-D3/def2-SV(P)
level of theory.
Table 2. Comparison of Torsional Harmonic Vibrational Frequencies of the (F1)2Conformers
C1–C3 Calculated at the PBE0-D3/Def2-SV(P) Level of Theory with Results from Experiment
mode

C1

C2

C3

expt

1

15.2

20.3

20.1

2

22.4

22.0

26.2

22

3

33.0

35.8

41.6

33

4

53.6

53.0

50.7

48

5

58.9

61.0

62.9

6

73.8

69.5

70.5

7

94.1

89.4

81.5

84

The lack of evidence for excimer formation following excitation of the vibrationless level of
(F1)2may indicate a destabilization of the excimeric state due to steric interactions, the
presence of a barrier to excimer formation in the S1 state, or both. Theory finds a significant
reduction in excimer well depth of (F1)2 as compared with (MF)2 or
(F)2 (compare Figures 3 and 6 with Figure S6). Starting from a tilted, non-π-stacked structure, it
is plausible that a barrier to π-stacked excimer formation exists in the S1 state. Unfortunately, it
was not possible to test this assumption by examining via LIF higher excited vibrational levels in
the S1 manifold due to the strongly diagonal transition and overlap with bands of the monomer.
Finally, we note an important correspondence concerning the geometrical requirements for
excimer formation as established in this work and charge-transfer (CT) complex formation of
chloranil with hexamethylbenzene, hexaethylbenzene, and 1,3,5-trimethyl-2,4,6triethylbenzene established in the work of Rathore et al.(45) shown pictorially in Figure 7. For
hexamethylbenzene, where two π-faces are accessible, and 1,3,5-trimethyl-2,4,6triethylbenzene, where one π-face is accessible, spontaneous association to form a CT complex
is observed. However, complex formation is quenched in the case of hexaethylbenzene, where
both π-faces are blocked. Similarly, in the case of 9,9-dimethylfluorene a pair of methyl groups
hinder both faces of the fluorene moiety from attaining the excimer-like geometry, unlike
fluorene and 9-methylfluorene (Figure 7).

Figure 7. A comparison of the parallel effect of facial encumbrance in charge-transfer complex formation
and excimer formation.

Conclusions

In this work, we have examined the energetics and dynamics of excimer formation and charge
resonance stabilization in a set of model bichromophores consisting of the van der Waals
dimers of jet-cooled fluorene (F), 9-methylfluorene (MF), and 9,9′-dimethylfluorene (F1). Holeburning spectra suggest in each case the presence of a single conformer in the molecular beam;
for the fluorene dimer (F)2, this corresponds to an orthogonally π-stacked structure. Line widths

in the excitation spectra of (F)2 suggest rapid (picoseconds) movement out of the Franck–
Condon region on the excited surface, into the sandwich excimer well, which is the global
minimum on the excited surface, as predicted by computational studies of the corresponding
potential energy surfaces (PESs). Excimer formation is evidenced in broad, red-shifted emission
and a lengthened fluorescence lifetime (relative to the monomer). Ion yield spectra indicate
significant CR stabilization, as the sandwich structures are global minima in both S1 and
D0 states.
These trends are mirrored in the spectra of (MF)2, as single methyl substitution leaves
accessible one π-face. In contrast, electronic spectra of the dimer obtained from the dimethyl
derivative (i.e., (F1)2) are very different, showing sharp structure and a much smaller red-shift
relative to the monomer. Here, upon electronic excitation, only structured (nonexcimeric)
emission is observed. Analysis of the low-frequency torsional structure in the DF spectra shows
that the ground state minimum is a tilted (non-π-stacked) conformer, and it is likely that a
barrier to excimer formation exists. Calculations predict a reduced stability of the excimeric
state in comparison with (F)2 and (MF)2.
Charge resonance stabilization in the dimers was probed using ion yield spectroscopy (2CR2PI).
Because of the rapid excimer formation upon excitation in (F)2 (and (MF)2), ionization occurs
from the sandwich excimer structure, which calculations predict is the global minimum
structure in both S1 and D0 states. In the case of (F1)2, no excimer formation occurs and
ionization proceeds from the tilted (non-π-stacked) ground state. While both (F)2 and
(F1)2 display IPs reduced relative to the monomers, the relative CR stabilization is significantly
larger in the π-stacked (F)2 dimer. These findings underscore the differing geometrical
requirements for excimer vs charge resonance stabilization in dimeric assemblies and the
relative role of π-stacking and C–H/ π interactions in the stabilization of these clusters.
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